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Machine learning (ML) has already been implemented within the supply chain risk management (SCRM) field, both in

theory and in practice. The applied examples relate primarily to the early identification of production, transport, and supply

risks in order to counteract potential supply chain problems quickly. Through the analyzed case studies, we were able to

identify the added value that ML integration can bring to the SCRM.
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1. Introduction

Different results in recent years have shown how vulnerable supply chains can be . Due to the domino effect,

individual actors in the supply chain are often not the only ones affected by an interruption but rather the entire network 

. The tsunami in Japan in 2004, hurricane Katrina in the US in 2005, the volcanic eruption in Iceland in 2010, and

the current COVID-19 pandemic are good examples demonstrating how numerous networks and even entire industries

can be impacted by the negative effects of certain events (e.g., ).

In order to prevent disturbances, companies should apply Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM) . Supply

Chain Risk Management is ‘a part of Supply Chain Management which contains all strategies and measures, all

knowledge, all institutions, all processes, and all technologies, which can be used on the technical, personal, and

organizational level to reduce supply chain risk’  (p. 157). The aim is to increase the transparency and robustness of

value-added processes in order to counteract any supply chain interruptions or even avoid them altogether .

Here, a distinction must be made between reactive and proactive SCRM. Reactive SCRM refers to all activities that are

carried out after the occurrence of a supply chain risk in order to keep the extent of damage as low as possible . In

contrast, proactive SCRM includes all activities carried out prior to the risk occurring in order to proactively protect the

company from supply chain risks .

Many companies do not focus on supply chain risks. In addition to a lack of time and personnel resources, the reasons

often given are a lack of standards with regards to system compatibility and data consistency, as well as technical

difficulties in integrating risk management software into existing information and communication systems . One of the

greatest challenges is to receive information about deviations from the planned process at an early stage in order to

ensure timeliness of logistics processes within the supply chain .

The early identification of different supply chain risks is crucial for the timely introduction of countermeasures in order to

avoid supply chain disruptions . SCRM must predict potential causes of these process disruptions and analyze

interruptions that have occurred in the past in order to minimize financial losses and process failures throughout the

supply chain. Here, machine learning (ML) can help to detect risks early on .

Machine Learning can broadly be defined as an algorithm that generates outputs based on available data without first

programming the respective learning outcome . Instead, the ML algorithm ‘learns’ and iteratively assimilates its

perception to the underlying real-world phenomena represented in the input data.

The current hype regarding ML is based on an amalgamation of several trends, which reinforce each other, making ML a

powerful tool in an array of fields and practical use-cases. First, the availability of vast amounts of digital data is a

necessary condition for the application of most ML algorithms—particularly for Deep Learning approaches , which

utilize multi-layered Artificial Neural Networks to enable the most sophisticated, modern use-cases (e.g., the state-of-the-

art Natural Language Processing system GPT-3) .

In general, the increased availability of data in previous years has been able to empower the application of ML. Supply

chain networks generate over 1.6 billion new data points each month, supplying a number of data streams that can be
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used as inputs in an ML system . Second, computational power has proven to be a major driver of progress in AI.

Major breakthroughs were enabled through significant improvements in computational performance . Third, algorithmic

advances play a relevant role in enabling efficient and scalable applications. Though many of the applied algorithmic

foundations (such as backpropagation) were conceived long ago, modern innovations (such as batch normalization 

and dropout ) were crucial in facilitating recent developments .

Supplementary factors, such as the increased use of Cloud Computing (and thus easier access to powerful computing),

software libraries which make it easier to execute ML projects despite the limited number of available skilled ML

engineers, and the Internet of Things which provides more data-generating sensors , support the trends outlined above

.

The increasing digital transformation in companies and supply chains and the associated greater availability of evaluable

real-time data open up new potential for a proactive SCRM . ML approaches can leverage a vast amount of

supply chain data and generate solutions that represent improvements over traditional methods . Although the

integration of ML into the SCRM can be useful, this topic has rarely been considered scientifically.

2. Machine Learning in Supply Chain Risk Management

2.1. Current Status of ML Application in SCRM in Scientific Literature

The results of the systematic literature analysis have shown that the link between ML and SCRM has been increasingly

investigated over the last ten years. The initial focus has been on individual risks associated with computational

intelligence, swarm intelligence, and simulations . Only by beginning research on neural networks, such as the

developed AlexNet architecture , will the number of scientific contributions increase significantly (see Figure 1). In the

last two years in particular, there has been an increase in the number of published contributions as ML has become more

widely integrated in companies .

Figure 1. Historical series of published papers on ML in SCRM.

The results showed that the authors in the articles rarely consciously make a connection to SCRM. For this reason, the

link concerning ML and SCRM is often only made indirectly. For example, Alfian et al.  use an ML based forecasting

model to predict future temperature for perishable food supply chain to minimize food quality and safety risks during

transport. To do so, Alfian et al.  use ML to detect the direction of passive RFID tags so that products entering or

leaving a gate can be correctly identified. The aim is to improve the efficiency of RFID-based product traceability, thereby

reducing transport risks. Baryannis et al.  are currently developing a framework that uses data-driven artificial

intelligence (AI) techniques to predict delivery delays in a multi-level manufacturing supply chain, using the example of a

multi-stage supply chain in aerospace. Benjaoran and Dawood , on the other hand, present an integrated,

comprehensive planning system (Artificial Intelligence Planner), which uses AI techniques to improve data analysis and

decision support for production planning, and thus reduce production risks. The case study was conducted in a concrete

construction company in the UK.

Blackburn et al.  present a time series model (exponential smoothing with covariates) that takes into account both

historical data and environmental business information to develop robust demand forecasts to reduce production risks.

The model was tested at the chemical company BASF. Bouzembrak and Marvin  use climatic, agricultural, and

economic data as well as an ML algorithm to construct a Bayesian Network which can be used to optimize specific hazard

categories for food safety, thereby avoiding food quality and transport risks. The authors use the Rapid Alert System for
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Food and Feed for the data. Brintrup et al.  use historical data available to an Original Equipment Manufacturer for ML

application and prediction, thereby avoiding supply disruptions. Cavalcante et al.  combine simulations and ML to

explore applications for data-driven decision support in the selection of robust suppliers. The use of ML algorithms

supports supplier selection and thus leads to a reduction of supplier risks.

Constante-Nicolalde et al.  use ML techniques to predict fraud in an intelligent supply chain. They enable an

assessment and classification of whether a transaction can be classified as normal or fraudulent to reduce product quality

risks. Fu and Chien  present a data-driven analysis framework that integrates ML technologies and temporal

aggregation mechanisms to predict the requirements of intermittent electronic components and, thereby, to reduce supply

risks. The empirical study was conducted in a distribution company for electronic components. Hassan  has designed a

conceptual model in which ML is used to identify delivery risks using text documents. Lau et al.  present a knowledge-

based infrastructure system to collect information on procurement and on the selection of supplier network partners with

the help of both ML and neural networks to reduce information risks. The prototype developed by the authors was tested

in the Chinese company GPP Limited, which manufactures plastic toys and exports its products to customers in the USA,

Europe, and Japan. Layouni et. al.  provide an overview of ML techniques and describe how they can be used to

reduce transportation risks by assessing the safety of oil and gas pipelines.

Pereira et al.  present a conceptual method for a predictive and adaptive omni-channel supply chain management for

the retail industry. ML and simulation-based optimization are applied to minimize uncertainty and incompatibility between

supply and demand. Rodriguez-Aguilar et al.  use ML to model disruptive events and their impact on the supply chain

to identify potential risks in a timely manner. Wichmann et al.  discuss whether and to what extent supply chain maps

can be automatically generated by evaluating unstructured texts in natural language, such as news reports or blog posts,

in order to reduce supplier risks. Yong et al.  present a vaccine blockchain system as well as ML technologies, which

are based on blockchain, to enable vaccine traceability and prevent vaccine record fraud, thereby reducing supply risks.

However, the contributions of Baryannis , Sharma et al. , and Hamdi et al.  which provide a systematic literature

analysis do not provide practical examples. Nychas et al.  describe the potential of internet technologies for dealing

with perishable products, while the Smith publication  discusses the potential added value that AI can bring to

agriculture in the next decade; both also fail to provide concrete examples of possible applications. Finally, Paul et al. 

discuss the application of AI adoptions in the field of SCRM. Based on a qualitative study in India they propose a research

model on the implementation of AI in SCRM at an organizational level.

2.2. Analysis of Identified Practical Use Cases

The car manufacturer Volkswagen has also developed a so-called bidder list generator, which uses ML to precisely

determine possible suppliers. In this way, delays and risks in purchasing can be reduced (www.volkswagen.com,

accessed on 21 May 2021; interview with expert from procurement). According to Rao  and Qu et al.  ML could also

be used in procurement in the context of contract management as well as in the determination of optimal prices.

The automotive supplier HELLA, one of the largest trade organizations for vehicle parts and accessories in Europe,

develops and manufactures lighting technology and electronic products for the automotive industry (www.hella.com,

accessed on 21 May 2021). HELLA transfers material planning to internal and external suppliers within 24 months. Until

now, delivery performance has been evaluated retroactively according to predefined criteria in supplier logistics. In order

to be able to predict the reliability of deliveries, HELLA has tested the use of ML techniques. Here, call-off history,

incoming goods history, advanced shipping notification history, purchasing and supplier data, as well as supplier and

material master data were used in ML to forecast the reliability of delivery quantities for a single supplier-material-plant

relationship for a defined period of 30 days. The results have shown that the reliability of critical supply quantities can be

correctly predicted with an accuracy between 75% and 80%. Therefore, the use of ML in SCRM can reduce supply chain

interruptions  (interview with expert from SCRM).

In addition to the interface consideration to suppliers, practical examples for the use of ML could be found, which aim at a

reduction of transportation risks. For example, the courier—express and parcel (CEP) service providers—such as Fedex,

DHL, or UPS, use ML techniques to optimize transport processes. They improve the transparency of their supply chain

with the ML-based systems, composed of IoT and scanning devices used to generate a huge data pool. Together with up-

to-date information on weather forecasts, traffic scenarios, and other important factors, which can have a direct or indirect

influence on transport, the systems provide real-time insight into the supply chain. This allows delivery delays to be

predicted and modified routes to be developed if necessary . The ML-based ‘Supply Watch’ system, used by DHL, also

monitors more than 140 different risk categories, including financial, environmental, and social factors—e.g., risks due to

crime, labour violations, quality defects—and dangers within the supply chain such as general bottlenecks, capacity
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bottlenecks, and delays . If a disruption is predicted, proactive measures can be taken, and customers can be informed

about changes earlier on.

In addition, ML is used especially in the sales area to better predict customer behavior. McDonald’s, which suggests

further additional sales to the customer during the purchase transaction, processes information using ML and considers

weather data, times of day, local traffic, events in the vicinity, and historical sales data .

By addressing supply and demand imbalances and triggering automated responses using ML applications, companies

cannot only improve the customer experience, but also limit sales risks. They can also reduce costs through better

forecasting of freight and warehouse processes and improve collaboration with logistics service providers .

In addition, examples of ML applications in the production area could also be found. Robert Bosch GmbH, a manufacturer

of industrial technology and consumer goods, uses ML to test components on the test bench and to recognize error

patterns based on collected data, thus distinguishing relevant from non-relevant error messages. As a result, risks

regarding product quality and delays in the process flow can be reduced .

3. Future Work 

Drawing from the above discussion, we propose:

Proposition 1. The integration of ML into SCRM leads to changes in the qualification requirements of supply chain risk
managers.

It has been demonstrated that humans have more trust in their own capabilities than in the capabilities of AI , and, as

such, humans tend to make decisions without the help of AI . Consequently, stronger control mechanisms should be

built into ML-based decisions. At the same time, the decision-making process should be systematically and analytically

prepared, as shown in the BUFAB example, in order to make the derivations comprehensible and, thus, promote

acceptance among employees.

In addition, the automated research and evaluation of real-time information leads to a reduction in the manual activities of

the supply chain risk manager. This leaves them more time for analytical and strategic tasks (i.e., their focus shifts from an

operations-centered view towards medium to long-term strategies with an SCRM orientation, as shown in the HELLA

example) .

Furthermore, utilizing ML approaches in SCRM catalyzes a trend towards a more proactive mentality. The potential to

include real-time data makes quicker reactions possible  and bridges the path towards prescriptive decisions while

considering risks in advance . This improvement in flexibility and response time  can lead to reduced time demands on

data analysis and initiate necessary actions, culminating in the identification of fraud and hazards in real time . The

collection of real-time data within the enterprise, and especially within the supply chain, as shown in the FedEx example,

means that companies need to pay more attention to risk avoidance strategies as their response time to risk will increase.

The perspective of risk assessment as well as the associated risk avoidance measures shift from a reactive SCRM

approach to a more proactive approach due to the inclusion of ML. Consequently, the integration of ML also requires the

introduction of new assessment standards which include the integration of proactive measures. These measures should

consider: to what extent is it economically sensible to avoid risks? For example, when does the effort involved in

avoidance exceed the follow-up costs caused by a risk that has occurred?

The traditional assessment criteria, “probability of occurrence” and “extent of damage”, are not sufficient here as a basis

for decision-making. Threshold values for deviations from the normal state should be defined, starting from when the

intervention of an employee is required (though there are challenges in doing so, see e.g., ). Drawing from the

above discussion, we propose:

Proposition 2. The integration of ML into SCRM requires new evaluation standards.

Additionally, the quality of SCRM decisions can be improved. Using traditional approaches, which involve multiple points

of human-supply chain contact, intuition and feelings are often used as decision making tools, increasing the risk of

planning fallacies or other biases entering the equation . Relying more on algorithmic decision-making or incorporating

data-driven requirements into the judgement process of the SCRM professional reduces this risk, resulting in higher

reliability and precision . This precision can be improved further by utilizing algorithms to sort potential risks based on

their priority .
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One should not, however, be blind to the fact that algorithmic bias is an issue and must be considered, particularly in the

black-box nature of ML algorithms such as Artificial Neural Nets—despite recent advances in Explainable AI (XAI)-

research . Assuming objectivity in decision making because an algorithm was used, falls short of this aim, and as such

implementing transparency measures to ensure algorithmic accountability is necessary . Companies must expand their

monitoring and data-mining techniques for SCRM in order to ensure high quality data and efficient control measures have

been taken .

Having implemented these and other necessary prerequisites for data security and privacy concerns, the automatization

of decisions and processes is the tantalizing promise of ML in SCRM .

These benefits provide tangible value to companies, leading to a more efficient and effective use of resources along the

supply chain . However, the results of the literature analysis have clearly highlighted a research gap. Since few

application examples are available, companies need more guidance on how to integrate ML into SCRM. What are the first

steps they need to take? What approach should they follow? Should existing data be analyzed to determine which risks

can be reduced, or should risks be the starting point, and data for problem solving purposes be generated afterwards?

What level of maturity should the SCRM have reached before ML can be integrated? Science should provide appropriate

recommendations for implementation and action.

In order to sensitize managers to the topic, more publications of use cases from both science and real-world applications

are required. As a starting point for further research, existing examples of ML in supply chain management could be

analyzed and evaluated against the background of SCRM in order to illustrate the cross-functional added value of ML

applications. Another starting point for future research is an empirical review of the improvement of SCRM by ML, which is

still pending. Drawing from the above discussion, we propose:

Proposition 3. Companies need more guidance on how to integrate ML into SCRM.

Several supply chain areas can benefit simultaneously from the results of the ML deployment. The use cases of the CEP

companies show that the integration of ML not only reduces transport and delivery risks, but also intensifies the customer

relationship through an improved information supply. By integrating ML into SCRM, the company can strengthen its

position vis-à-vis the customer, since it knows its strengths and weaknesses better. Thus, the cooperation between the

individual actors in the supply chain can be improved at the same time. The integration of ML into SCRM can also be an

important lever in price negotiations with customers or insurance companies. It can also help to set oneself apart from

competitors .

ML-based results can help communicating supply risks with organizational decision-makers. Informing decision-makers

early on about supply chain risk levels has implications for manager cognition and how they adapt decision-making

strategies based on risk knowledge . According to Pournader et al. , this is an important component of behavioral

SCRM. ML consequently supports decision-making and mitigates problems related to managers’ cognition and potential

biases.

Proposition 4. The integration of ML into SCRM can have a positive effect on other supply chain functions and business
units.

Finally, it should be noted that the integration of ML into the SCRM also requires a critical examination. For example, it

must be considered that ML-based risk management systems require high initial investments . In addition to the IT

infrastructure, the storage of data (capacity) and the tracing of failure-causes are expensive . There are also legal

concerns about the massive collection or use of data for risk management . Thus, new legal regulations for the use of

AI/Big Data could follow in the future, which have to be considered in the process phases of risk management.
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